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Abstract

Pollen-mediated gene flow is a major driver of spatial genetic structure in plant popu-

lations. Both individual plant characteristics and site-specific features of the landscape

can modify the perceived attractiveness of plants to their pollinators and thus play an

important role in shaping spatial genetic variation. Most studies of landscape-level

genetic connectivity in plants have focused on the effects of interindividual distance

using spatial and increasingly ecological separation, yet have not incorporated individ-

ual plant characteristics or other at-site ecological variables. Using spatially explicit

simulations, we first tested the extent to which the inclusion of at-site variables influ-

encing local pollination success improved the statistical characterization of genetic

connectivity based upon examination of pollen pool genetic structure. The addition of

at-site characteristics provided better models than those that only considered interindi-

vidual spatial distance (e.g. IBD). Models parameterized using conditional genetic

covariance (e.g. population graphs) also outperformed those assuming panmixia. In a

natural population of Cornus florida L. (Cornaceae), we showed that the addition of

at-site characteristics (clumping of primary canopy opening above each maternal tree

and maternal tree floral output) provided significantly better models describing gene

flow than models including only between-site spatial (IBD) and ecological (isolation

by resistance) variables. Overall, our results show that including interindividual and

local ecological variation greatly aids in characterizing landscape-level measures of

contemporary gene flow.
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Introduction

Pollen is the most pervasive vector of gene exchange

for most plant species (Ennos 1994; Moran & Clark

2011). As such, it has the potential to exert the largest

influence on within and among population genetic

structure (Sork & Smouse 2006). Parameterization of

gene flow rates has most commonly been measured

using only spatial context under models of isolation by

distance (IBD, Wright 1943), although more recently

models have begun to include characteristics of hetero-

geneity in the intervening landscape (isolation by resis-

tance, IBR; McRae 2006) and measures of environmental

dissimilarity among populations (isolation by environ-

ment, IBE; Wang et al. 2013). These more integrated

approaches to quantifying contemporary gene flow pro-

vide additional insights into factors influencing spatial

dynamics in contemporary gene flow (Sork et al. 2005;

Dyer et al. 2010).

Physical and ecological separation are not the only

factors influencing genetic connectivity; there is an
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equally robust literature describing differential pollina-

tion success driven by interindividual heterogeneity in

individual-level reproductive traits. Variation in total

floral output as well as specific floral traits such as size,

colour, scent and nectar reward often increases pollina-

tor attraction, and their effects on plant reproductive

success have been well studied (Schemske & Bradshaw

1999; Ishii et al. 2008; Mitchell et al. 2009; Streinzer et al.

2009; Ye et al. 2010; Macukanovic-Jocic et al. 2011; Riffell

2011; Malerba & Nattero 2012). What is currently miss-

ing from models evaluating landscape-level patterns of

gene flow are methodologies that integrate the effects of

among-individual landscape separation with features

shown to be influential to pollination success at the

local scale.

There are several ways in which localized demo-

graphics may influence patterns of genetic connectivity

in such a way as to modify overall population genetic

structure. In sparse populations, pollinators tend to visit

more flowers on each plant resulting in reduced interin-

dividual pollination (Ghazoul 2005). Conversely,

patches with high floral density tend to attract more

pollinators and have more interindividual pollination

(Totland & Matthews 1997). The net effect of density on

population genetic structure may be twofold. First, pol-

linator foraging distance is inversely related to plant

density, resulting in quantitative changes in fine-scale

population genetic structure (Nattero et al. 2011). At lar-

ger spatial scales, genetic structure becomes more gran-

ular due to spatially restricted mating and concomitant

reductions in genetic effective neighbourhood size. Sec-

ond, genetic diversity may also be indirectly influenced

by changes in inbreeding. In plants with mixed mating

systems, geitonogamy increases selfing and reduces het-

erozygosity (de Jong et al. 1992; Barrett et al. 1994). Even

for species with obligate outcross mating systems,

inbreeding may increase if mating is among spatially

proximate individuals and adult genotypes are spatially

autocorrelated due to spatial limitations in seed dis-

persal (Dyer et al. 2012).

The location of individuals on the landscape and

their local ecological conditions may also impact genetic

connectivity. Dyer & Sork (2001) showed that the den-

sity of Quercus and Carya canopy trees within a stand

influenced the genetic diversity of Pinus seedlings.

Across a gradient of timber management techniques

based upon removal of primary canopy trees, Sork et al.

(2005) also showed significant reductions in pollen pool

genetic structure for the understory tree Cornus florida

L. More recently, Dyer et al. (2012) showed that the

genetic structure of pollen pools among Cornus florida

individuals located within primary canopy openings

had increased biparental inbreeding and correlated

paternity. They hypothesized that understory trees

within the openings were preferentially pollinated by

nearest-neighbour mating. While these analyses showed

that local conspecific and heterospecific variables mea-

sured at the location of the individual influenced future

population genetic structure, their impact on describing

landscape-level patterns of contemporary gene flow in

relation to between-individual spatial and ecological

isolation has yet to be determined.

In this study, we examine the extent to which local

density, ecological variables and individual reproduc-

tive characteristics aid in describing the spatial pattern

of genetic connectivity. Our interest here is to determine

whether landscape-level analysis of pollen-mediated

gene flow, which has traditionally relied upon IBD, IBR

and IBE processes, is improved with the addition of

localized variability. We adopted a regression approach

that included predictors based upon at-site and

between-site variables. Regression models that have

parameters representing both attractive (at-site) and

repulsive (between-site) predictors have been used in

many contexts, including analyses of landscape genetic

connectivity (Murphy et al. 2010), and are analogous to

classical gravity models (Fortheringham & O’Kelly

1989). We use reverse-time stochastic coalescent simula-

tions to first determine the magnitude of variation in

both local density and at-site heterogeneity that are nec-

essary to be statistically detected by means of pollen

pool genetic analysis. We then apply this regression

approach to an experimental population of Cornus

florida L. to evaluate both model efficacy and the

relative contributions of at-site and between-site

features for describing contemporary gene flow. We

close by discussing the general utility of using gravity

models for landscape genetic analyses of pollen

connectivity.

Methods

Gravity models

The regression approach we adopted has parameters

for two kinds of predictor variables, those that will

increase genetic covariance among sampled pollen

pools and those that are expected to decrease it. Predic-

tors of the first kind include reproductive characteristics

such as floral output and plant size as well as at-site

ecological features such as canopy opening and local

density, all of which are measured at the location of the

individual plant. Variables that act to decrease pollen

pool covariance include Euclidean distance between

individuals (IBD) and ecological features that may dif-

ferentially modify pollinator movement (IBR) across the

landscape. We assumed that this is a mixed-effects

model as:
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Yij ¼ kda
ijm

b
j e

c
ij ð1Þ

explicitly following the form presented in Anderson

(1979) and Murphy et al. (2010) for continuity. Our

response variable, Yij, is defined by Bray–Curtis (shared

allele) distance (Bowcock et al. 1994). This distance is

estimated from sampled pollen pools and consists of

the set of paternal pollen haplotypes sampled by each

plant. In cases where the maternal individual had the

same heterozygous genotype as the offspring, making

the paternal contribution ambiguous, we followed

Smouse et al. (2001) to estimate pollen donor haplotypes

probabilistically.

The three categories of predictors in (eqn 1) included

spatial distance between maternal trees (dij) to account

for IBD, features measured at the location of the mater-

nal individual (mj) that may aid in attracting pollina-

tors, and ecological features of the landscape measured

between maternal individuals that may act to modify

genetic connectivity (eij) under the assumptions of IBR.

The regression models were built according to hypothe-

sized connectivity networks where pollen pools of

georeferenced maternal individuals represented net-

work nodes, and at-site and between-site variables were

measured at nodes and along edges, respectively. We

used simulation data (see below) to select the connectiv-

ity network providing the greatest statistical resolution.

All model parameters were estimated using the nlme

package (Pinheiro et al. 2012) in R.

Simulation models

We developed an individual-based stochastic, reverse-

time coalescent simulation model to create pollination

pedigrees for a set of maternal individuals (C code

available from RJD at http://dyerlab.bio.vcu.edu). Pol-

linator movement was based upon random walks on a

fixed grid system. Twenty offspring were simulated for

each of twenty maternal individuals. For each off-

spring, we simulated a pollination path across the land-

scape to identify the putative father from which we

extracted multilocus pollen haplotypes at ten codomi-

nant loci. For simplicity, we assumed that all individu-

als were self-incompatible, there was no limitation in

pollen production (e.g. a father could sire many off-

spring) and all plants had unique spatial coordinates.

In addition to paternal haplotypes, we also retained

maternal and paternal location on the landscape for

estimates of isolation by distance (IBD) and the value

assigned for relative maternal tree detectability (H, a

surrogate for differential at-site features, see below).

All simulations were repeated 50 times with each set

of parameter combinations to provide confidence

intervals.

Pollen flow was simulated under alternate pollen

donor densities, ranging from 0.1% to 10% site occu-

pancy, to explore the influence local donor density may

have on pollen pool structure. For comparison to exist-

ing empirical studies, we calculated multilocus genetic

structure using TwoGener analysis (ΦFT; Smouse et al.

2001; Dyer et al. 2004), a robust measurement of among-

pollen pool genetic covariance commonly used in analy-

ses of contemporary gene flow. All genetic data were

imported into R 3.1 (Development Core Team 2010) and

analysed using the packages gstudio (Dyer 2014) and

pegas (Paradis 2010). After corrections for non-normal-

ity, we assessed differences in estimates of the ΦFT

parameter across pollen donor densities with an ANOVA

and examined significant differences using a TukeyHSD

test.

A gravity model was constructed for each level of

pollen donor density. The specification of the underly-

ing connectivity network is critical because it deter-

mines the set of pairwise measurements used to

estimate the gravity model. Two connectivity networks

were examined. We first fit a full connectivity network

(hereafter referred to as the saturated network) where

all pairwise connections were used. This saturated con-

nectivity network is the null case that is commonly

used for Mantel tests and evaluations of IBD. We also

estimated models whose connectivity network was

based upon pollination graphs, an extension of popula-

tion graphs (Dyer & Nason 2004) that uses pollen pool

haplotypes to estimate a conditional genetic covariance

network (Dyer et al. 2012). pollination graphs have

fewer edges than saturated networks, but those edges

describe the spatial shape of multilocus genetic covari-

ance on the landscape and have been shown to signifi-

cantly increase statistical power in reconstructing

connectivity (Dyer et al. 2010). We compared gravity

models from alternate connectivity networks as follows.

First, we compared the model fit for saturated vs. polli-

nation graph (hereafter pruned) networks. We assumed

that the pruned network (based upon conditional

genetic covariance) would provide a better fit than the

saturated network (all pairs of individuals connected),

as the latter would be overparameterized. For direct

comparison of models, we used R2, as a model fit statis-

tic such as AIC would be inappropriate because satu-

rated and pruned models have different number of

observations, not different sets of predictors. We used

the more robust connectivity network for all subsequent

analyses. Second, we estimated the effect size that het-

erogeneity in at-site characters requires before it is sta-

tistically detectable by looking at genetic variation in

the sampled pollen pools. We simulated heterogeneity

in at-site features by modifying the distance at which

pollinators moving across the landscape will be able to

© 2014 John Wiley & Sons Ltd
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detect the presence of a flowering individual. We

parameterized this detectability as H and assumed it

would operate as a surrogate for variation in floral out-

put or size of individual floral display. The null set of

simulations imposed homogeneity in detectability

whereby everyone had equal detectability. Variability in

H was introduced by adding variation to individual

detectability at 29 and 59 greater than the null simula-

tions. The effects of local density and detectability were

evaluated using a factorial ANOVA comparing high vs.

low density (using the 10% and 0.1% occupancy data)

as one factor and the three levels of detectability as the

other factor. All data were transformed when necessary.

Empirical gravity model with Cornus florida L

The flowering dogwood, Cornus florida L. (Cornaceae),

is commonly found in eastern deciduous forests of

North America. Blooming in the early spring, this is a

predominantly outcrossing species, with inflorescences

consisting of 15–35 perfect flowers surrounded by four

large white bracts (Dyer et al. 2012). Dogwoods in the

piedmont region of Virginia are pollinated by a variety

of bees from the Halictidae and Andrenidae families, as

well as several species of small beetles and flies (Mayor

et al. 1999; Carr 2010).

The Virginia Commonwealth University maintains the

Inger and Walter Rice Center for Environmental Life Sci-

ences in Charles City County, Virginia (latitude 37.33,

longitude �77.20). This field research station along the

north bank of the James River comprises 494 acres of

mixed upland deciduous and pine forest and tidal

wetland. Dominant species of the overstory canopy

include Quercus alba, Quercus rubra and Pinus taeda,

while the understory is mainly composed of C. florida,

Ilex opaca and Aralia spinosa. Dyer et al. (2012) identified

and georeferenced 452 adult flowering dogwood trees at

the site, and leaves were collected for genetic analyses.

Of these, an average of 19 seeds were collected from

each of 17 maternal individuals for genetic analysis of

pollen pools. DNA was extracted using DNEasy 96 Plant

DNA kits (Qiagen, Germantown, MD), and individuals

were genotyped at five polymorphic microsatellite loci.

Molecular methods are detailed in Dyer et al. (2012).

Our empirical gravity models incorporated four

at-site variables (m; eqn 1, Table 1). Diameter at breast

height (dbh) and total floral output (flor) were measured

by hand from each maternal tree. Canopy openness

above each tree was ascertained using hemispheric pho-

tography and qualified as both per cent open canopy

(pctsky) and evenness in the distribution of open canopy

(clump). Previous work on C. florida showed that genetic

structure of pollen pools can be significantly influenced

by heterospecific canopy structure (Sork et al. 2005;

Dyer et al. 2012). We also measured a number of

between-site variables (e; eqn 1) to account for isolation

by resistance (IBR). These variables were obtained from

the Rice Center data repository and consisted of hyper-

spectral imagery classified as follows: open primary

canopy due to fields (open), open primary canopy

resulting from roads (roads), C. florida secondary canopy

(cornus; derived from direct canopy measurement for all

individuals under the primary canopy), pine primary

canopy (pine) and deciduous primary canopy (decid).

Table 1 Independent predictor variables used to build gravity models to explain connectivity by pollen flow in Cornus florida

Parameter Code Variable Source Description

d d Euclidean distance UTM coordinates Distance between sampling locations in metres

m dbh Diameter at breast height Field measurements Diameter of maternal tree trunk at breast height

in centimetres

pctsky Canopy openness Canopy photographs Per cent of open sky above the maternal tree

clump Canopy clumping Canopy photographs Degree of clumping of canopy above maternal tree

flor Floral output Field measurements Total number of inflorescences per maternal tree

e open Open fields Hyperspectral imagery Variance of probability of open canopy occurrence

due to fields along transect between maternal trees

decid Deciduous primary canopy Hyperspectral imagery Mean probability of mixed hardwood canopy

occurrence in the forest overstory along transects

between maternal trees

pine Pine primary canopy Hyperspectral imagery Variance of probability of conifer canopy occurrence

in overstory along transects between maternal trees

roads Roads LIDAR Mean probability of open corridor occurrence due

to roads along transects between maternal trees

cornus Cornus canopy Field locations of dogwoods Mean occurrence of Cornus florida canopy in

understory along transects between maternal trees

Parameter: indicates whether the parameter in the gravity model (eqn 1) represents spatial distance between sites (d), at-site variables

(m) or between-site ecological variables (e).

© 2014 John Wiley & Sons Ltd
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Between-site ecological distances were estimated follow-

ing gravity model specifications in Murphy et al. (2010)

whereby we quantified the mean and variance in each

feature measured along a straight-line transect between

each pair of maternal individuals (Table 1). We

explored the effect of increasing the width of between-

site transects by calculating between-site variables at

bandwidths of 1 (the minimum resolution of the data),

4, 6, 10 and 20 metres. Increasing bandwidth did not

improve model fit (Fig. S1, Supporting information), so

all analyses were undertaken at the minimum resolu-

tion of 1 m. Spatial distance between maternal individu-

als was also included as the distance term (d, eqn 1) to

account for effects of isolation by distance (IBD). We

tested all predictor variables for collinearity prior to

inclusion in gravity models. Across transects, the largest

correlation between alternative predictors was

r2 = 0.403 for the estimation of the variance in road and

pines, which we considered too small to cause collinear-

ity problems in estimating regression model parameters.

Models were constructed using the connectivity net-

work found to be most informative in the simulation

and built using a stepwise variable approach (both

backward and forward). Model support was assessed

using AIC, and all models whose oAIC < 2 were con-

sidered to be equally supported.

Results

Simulation results

The simulations showed that pollen donor density and

tree detectability both influenced the statistical charac-

terization of pollen-mediated genetic connectivity. Pol-

len pool differentiation was asymptotically related to

local density with differentiation among sampled pollen

pools plateauing at high donor density (ANOVA;

d.f. = 18 931; F = 40.51; P < 0.001). High-density simula-

tions (ΦFT; dad = 10% = 0.138) had significantly more spa-

tial structure in sampled pollen pool genotypes than

low-density populations (ΦFT; dad = 0.1% = 0.098; Fig 1).

A series of TukeyHSD post hoc tests supported the

asymptotic relationship between differentiation and

density (results not shown).

As anticipated, the underlying connectivity network

had a large effect on the statistical resolution for gravity

models to describe genetic connectivity. Models con-

structed from the pollination graph networks explained

more of the available variance (R2) in the simulation

data than gravity models based upon fully saturated

networks (Fig. S2, Supporting information). When con-

sidered simultaneously with pollen donor density, a

factorial ANOVA showed both effects (pruning and den-

sity) to significantly influence model fit (density,

F1,1096 = 58.38, P < 0.001; pruning, F1,1096 = 2100.84,

P < 0.001), with no interaction between the main effects

(F1,1096 = 1.01, P = 0.31). As connectivity based upon

pollination graph provided better explanation of genetic

variation, we used these connectivity networks for the

rest of our analyses.

Simulations that included heterogeneity in individual

detectability, H, a surrogate for at-site factors that may

contribute to differential pollination success, provided

better inference (lower AIC and higher summed Akaike

weights) than models including only spatial distance

between individuals (d; Fig. 2). The relative information

content (oAIC) was influenced by both donor density

(high vs. low; F1,296 = 51.90, P < 0.001) and relative ‘dis-

coverability’ of maternal individuals (H, F1,296 = 43.50,

P < 0.001), with no indication of interaction

(F1,296 = 1.94, P = 0.16). Perhaps more biologically rele-

vant for future work, at-site features such as those
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Fig. 1 Pollen pool differentiation (ΦFT) of populations simu-

lated at different pollen donor densities. Notches represent

95% confidence intervals on the mean of 50 replicate simula-

tions for each density.
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summarized by H were more important (as measured

by summed Akaike weights) than even spatial distance

(IBD) in these simulation results (Fig. 2b).

Empirical gravity model with Cornus florida L

The best fit model (Table 2) included variables mea-

sured at both the maternal individual level (v: clump,

flor) and the between-site level (c: open.var, decid.mn).

Intermaternal spatial distance, d (IBD), did not signifi-

cantly add to the description of pollen pool genetic

structure after inclusion of local and intervening eco-

logical variables. Two equally likely models (oAIC < 2)

were also identified, both of which contained both at-

site and between-site ecological variables. For the best

fit model, the signs on the gravity model regression

coefficients suggested that clumping of canopy open-

ings above the target tree is associated with increases in

genetic distance, whereas floral output, variance in

open canopy between trees and average density of

deciduous (non-Quercus) canopy are associated with

decreases in genetic distance.

Discussion

We showed that accounting for heterogeneity in indi-

vidual maternal traits resulted in a better overall char-

acterization of landscape-level pollen-mediated gene

flow than models only including parameters for spatial

(IBD) and ecological (IBR) separation. Adopting a

regression approach configured within a gravity model

framework provided an effective and flexible method

for identifying which sets of localized and intervening

variables are most important in describing contempo-

rary genetic connectivity. Perhaps most surprisingly,

our results show that at-site variability and intervening

ecological heterogeneity are more statistically important

in describing landscape-level connectivity than physical

separation.

Connectivity networks using pollination graphs

Connectivity networks conditioned on genetic covari-

ance provided significantly better fit models than satu-

rated connectivity networks (Fig. S2, Supporting

information). Gene flow often occurs at spatially

restricted scales where proximate neighbours have a

higher probability of mating than more distant pairs.

Building a connectivity network using conditional

genetic covariance is one approach for defining model-

free connectivity. We showed that this method outper-

formed saturated connectivity networks that were over

parameterization and had a detrimental influence on

the error variance (Jaqui�ery et al. 2011), reducing overall

model performance. Other pruning methods have been

suggested, including defining connections based on

hypothesized dispersal distance (e.g. expert opinion;

Murphy et al. 2010), arbitrarily specified limits to

genetic distance (Rozenfeld et al. 2008) or algorithmic

methods not based upon biological inferences (Urban &

Keitt 2001; Naujokaitis-Lewis et al. 2013). However,

dispersal capacity is often unknown and is one of the
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Fig. 2 The influence of tree detectability (simulated as H) in

gravity models for high and low simulated pollen donor densi-

ties. (a) Differences in model fit for IBD model (w alone as a

predictor) minus that of the local discoverability (H) for low

and high densities (0.1% and 10% site occupancy) pollen donor

populations. Positive oAIC indicates that the model containing

H was selected as the preferred model in the model selection

process. (b) The relative importance of independent predictor

variables in the gravity models for both low- and high-density

populations as quantified by Akaike weights. Relative variable

importance was calculated by summing the Akaike model

weights of all models that included that parameter.
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underlying parameters being investigated. Using infor-

mation about dispersal capacity to construct a gravity

network that estimates connectivity may be tautological.

In contrast, pruning by conditional genetic covariance

provides an objective and unsupervised statistical

approach to pruning connectivity networks, which in

these studies led to stronger inference in both simulated

and empirical data.

Effects of at-site features

When pollen donors are less dense on the landscape,

pollinators must travel farther when foraging, reducing

overall pollen pool genetic structure (Fig. 1). In high-

density populations, overall population-level differenti-

ation is increased, making the spatial granularity of

structure much more fine scaled. There are two interest-

ing consequences of these results. First, our results seem

to contradict Austerlitz & Smouse (2001) who suggested

that local density can be largely ignored as long as one

quantifies average dispersal and intermother distances.

Variance decomposition based upon estimations of con-

tinuous and anisotropic dispersal functions serves to

simplify the derivations of idealized parameters such as

ΦFT. However, they do so at the expense of actually

understanding how localized heterogeneity influences

connectivity, a goal of landscape genetic studies and a

critical feature to consider when examining contempo-

rary gene flow. Second, and perhaps more importantly,

our simulations suggested that the dynamics in low-

density populations (forest trees) may be governed by a

different set of processes than those that occur at higher

densities (herbs and smaller plants). While both existing

theoretical (Levin & Kerster 1969) and empirical studies

(Dick et al. 2003; Gonzales et al. 2006) support our find-

ings, subsequent work needs to provide more direct

estimates of local density if we are to see whether these

are general trends across wide categories of plant spe-

cies.

In addition to density, our simulation showed that

individual variation in discoverability, a surrogate we

used for reproductive output, created much better mod-

els of gene flow than those with distance (IBD) alone.

Our parameterization of H was somewhat arbitrary,

although within the range of variability that could be

measured on features such as nectar volume, floral

architecture, colour, display and scent (Huber et al.

2005; Ye et al. 2010; Nattero et al. 2011; Karron & Mitch-

ell 2012) as well as localized features of the immediate

neighbourhood within which the individual is located

(e.g. local density, spatial arrangement of inflorescences

on an individual or individuals on the landscape; Love-

less & Hamrick 1984; Cartar & Real 1997; Ishii et al.

2008; Elliott & Irwin 2009; Streinzer et al. 2009). The sta-

tistical signature of H in pollen pool genetic structure is

weakened by reductions in density in part due to

increased pollination distances. Thus, a potential inter-

action between pollen donor density and estimation of

local variability is important to consider, as they can

both produce similar patterns of spatial genetic struc-

ture. We suggest that analyses of genetic connectivity

pay particularly close attention to aspects of study

design such that the effects of these confounding factors

can be either isolated or factored out.

Empirical gravity model: Cornus florida L

We found that pollen pool structure in C. florida was

best described by models containing both at-site and

between-site landscape features. Differentiation among

pollen pools decreased with increasing floral display

and clumping in the opening of the primary canopy

over individuals. Large floral display is known to

increase the visitation rate of pollinators across a wide

Table 2 Relative model fit of gravity models constructed with spatial distance and at-site and between-site parameters and fit to Cor-

nus florida connectivity data

Model parameters R2 AIC oAIC wi

d + m(clump) + m(flor) + m(dbh) + m(pctsky) + e(open) + e(roads) + e(cornus) + e(decid) + e(pine) 0.57 71.60 23.51 4.0e�6

d + m(clump) + m(flor) + m(pctsky) + e(open) + e(roads) + e(cornus) + e(decid) + e(pine) 0.57 68.11 20.01 2.0e�5

d + m(clump) + m(flor) + e(open) + e(roads) + e(cornus) + e(decid) + e(pine) 0.56 67.14 19.04 3.3e�5

m(clump) + m(flor) + e(open) + e(roads) + e(cornus) + e(decid) + e(pine) 0.56 61.90 13.81 4.5e�4

m(clump) + m(flor) + e(open) + e(roads) + e(decid) + e(pine) 0.55 58.14 10.04 0.003

m(clump) + m(flor) + e(open) + e(roads) + e(decid) 0.54 53.08 4.99 0.037

m(clump) + m(flor) + e(open) + e(decid) 0.56 48.09 0 0.450

m(clump) + m(flor) + e(open) 0.57 49.00 0.91 0.292

m(flor) + e(open) 0.58 49.52 1.43 0.222

d 0.50 61.37 13.27 5.9e�4

Parameter prefixes indicate predictor variable as Euclidean distance (d), variable measured at the location of the individual tree (m)

or features of the intervening landscape (e).
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range of plant species (Thompson 2001; Grindeland

et al. 2005), presumably by increasing attractiveness to

pollinators. Likewise, gaps in the primary canopy can

influence pollinator behaviour by altering understory

plant growth and resource allocation (McConnaughay

& Coleman 1999), changing temperature and moisture

profiles of understory environments (Herrera 1995), and

altering visibility of floral displays to pollinators over-

head (Walters & Stiles 1996).

Our best fit models also suggested that two aspects

of the intervening landscape further influenced pollen

flow: deciduous forest canopy and open canopy. Dyer

et al. (2012), using a univariate correlative approach

considering only intervening landscape variables, iden-

tified both open canopy and C. florida canopy as land-

scape features correlated with pollination graph

structure. It is not surprising that a set of individual

univariate correlations of between-site variables and a

model built from a multiple regression using both

at-site and between-site variables may find a partially

nonoverlapping set of predictors. The inclusion of addi-

tional factors in a gravity model context, particularly

at-site features, provided a statistically more robust

characterization of gene flow than those that include

only IBD and IBR terms.

Theory predicts that IBD should be pervasive in

plants due to spatially restricted seed dispersal and

mating. Over the past decade, there has been a huge

increase in the use of dispersal kernels to describe land-

scape-level pollen movement (Dick et al. 2003; Robledo-

Arnuncio & Gil 2005; Fortuna et al. 2008), and even

those that include features beyond spatial separation

(Kamm et al. 2010; Moran & Clark 2011) do not incorpo-

rate at-site variability. A potential challenge associated

with using dispersal kernels is that they homogenize

over landscape heterogeneity, which our results suggest

may be biologically informative. By definition, dispersal

kernels are both continuous in space (even Euclidean)

and isotropic (though some extensions to this have been

suggested). Both of our simulation and empirical results

suggested that heterogeneity in landscape features and

variation in individual plant characteristics can add sig-

nificantly to our understanding of what influences pol-

len-mediated gene flow. Whereas dispersal kernels gain

generality by averaging out this heterogeneity, network

approaches can be used to implicitly embrace landscape

heterogeneity to gain further insight into the underlying

processes influencing contemporary gene flow.

Conclusions

The major emphasis in what we currently refer to as

landscape genetics, an incompletely defined extension

of population genetics, is to identify how intervening

landscape heterogeneity shapes genetic connectivity

and potentially future population genetic structure.

Here we show that at-site variables and individual

plant characteristics are also important determinants of

gene flow in plant–pollinator systems. The inclusion of

these factors increases the statistical power of models

describing gene flow providing a more robust under-

standing of the factors influencing realized connectivity.

We suspect that future work that specifically incorpo-

rates at-site features will continue to provide more

robust statistical characterization and better overall bio-

logical inferences than simplified approaches based

upon IBD and IBR alone.
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